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Evolution-type partial differential equations in one space variable are formu-
lated in terms of exterior differential systems. The space of conservation laws is
discussed in this geometric context, and a familiar classical condition for conserva-
tion laws is derived. It is shown that the generic even-order evolution equation with
one space variable possesses no conservation laws of order greater than the order
of the equation. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that some partial differential equations, such as the
w x w xKorteweg]de Vries equation 5, 8 and the vortex filament equation 6 ,
are completely integrable systems; in particular, they possess infinite
sequences of local conservation laws. Some other equations, such as the
lubrication equation and modifications, possess finite numbers of local
conservation laws which can be exploited in the analysis of the equation
Ž w x.see, for example, 2 . A generic equation, on the other hand, possesses no
local conservation laws, and the task of computing the space of conserva-
tion laws of a given equation remains difficult in general. Some progress in
Žthis direction is given by the following theorem see Theorem 5-1 and
Theorem 5-2 for a more precise statement and the precise meaning of
.generic :
THEOREM 1-1. The generic e¤en-order system of e¤olution-type partial
differential equations in one space ¤ariable possesses no local conser¤ation
laws of order greater than the order of the equation.
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In this context, the term ``generic'' encompasses every scalar equation,
including the heat equation, Burger's equation, and the lubrication equa-
tion, as well as many of the vector-valued generalizations of these.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, precise
definitions and explicit assumptions are given. Sections 3 and 4 contain a
geometric description of evolution equations, the main result of which is a
well-known necessary condition for existence of conservation laws, Propo-
sition 4-3. Section 3 also contains a technical result concerning local
Žexistence of solutions, Lemma 2-3. In Section 5 which can be read
.independent of Sections 3 and 4 , the generic non-existence theorem for
high-order conservation laws is proved.
2. DEFINITIONS
Ž . n 1Let F t, x, u , . . . , u be an R -valued function of t g R, x g R or S ,0 r
and u , . . . , u g Rn. An e¤olution equation with one space variable, for the0 r
n Ž .R -valued function u t, x , is a partial differential equation of the form
u s F t , x , u t , x , u t , x , . . . , u Ž r . t , x . 2-1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t x x
ŽThe order of this evolution equation is r. Assume that the n = n matrix
.F is non-zero; that is, F depends explicitly on u . The u can be thoughtu r ir
of as coordinates representing › iur› x i; this will be made precise in
Section 3.
Associated with this differential equation, define differential operators
Ž . ŽD and D as follows. Let H t, x, u , . . . , u be a function scalar or vectorx t 0 p
.valued of a finite number of variables; define
› H › H › H
D H s q u q ??? q u , 2-2Ž .x 1 pq1› x › u › u0 p
Ž .where the notation › Hr› u u represents matrix multiplication,i iq1
a a› H › H › H
bu s u s uÝiq1 iq1 iq1b› u › u › ui i ib
Ž .similar matrix notation is used throughout . Define functions
iF s D F 2-3Ž . Ž .i x
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Ž .for i s 0, 1, 2, . . . F s F ; and finally, define0
› H › H › H
D H s q F q ??? q F . 2-4Ž .t 0 p› t › u › u0 p
It is worth noting that D u s u and that D u s F . Moreover, ifx i iq1 t i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u t, x is any smooth, local solution to 2-1 , and if u t, x si
i Ž . i› u t, x r› x , then
D H t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .x 0 pq1
›
s H t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 p› x
D H t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .t 0 pqr
›
s H t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , x .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 p› t
Thus, D and D represent space and time differentiation, respectively, onx t
Ž . Žsolutions of 2-1 . Also see Section 3, where the operators D and D arex t
.seen as dual to the forms dx and dt.
Ž .A local conser¤ation law density for the equation 2-1 is a pair of
functions
H t , x , u , . . . , u , K t , x , u , . . . , uŽ .Ž .0 q 0 k
such that
D H s D K . 2-5Ž .t x
If such a pair exists, the function K is determined up to addition of an
Ž .arbitrary function k t by the function H; for this reason, the local
conservation law density will be referred to by the function H without
Žreference to K but, for technical reasons, it is better to think of the pair
Ž ..H, K .
Ž .If H t, x, u , . . . , u is a local conservation law density, then, for any0 q
Ž . Ž . Ž .local, sufficiently smooth solution u t, x of the evolution equation 2-1 ,
›
Žq .H t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .x› t
›
Žk .s K t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , x ;Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .x› x
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moreover,
d
Žq .H t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , x dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H xdt
›
Žk .s K t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , x dxŽ . Ž .Ž .H x› x
Žwill vanish modulo boundary terms. This is the motivation for the termi-
Ž .nology: HH dx is a quantity which is conserved whenever u t, x evolves by
Ž . .2-1 , assuming appropriate behaviour at the boundary.
The local conservation law density H is tri¤ial if
H s D Gx
Ž . Ž .for some function G t, x, u , . . . , u . If H, K is a trivial local conserva-0 p
Ž Ž ..tion law density, then K s D G up to a function k t , and D H st t
D D G s D D G s D K.t x x t x
Ž w x w x.Recall see, for example, 1 or 9 that the Euler]Lagrange operator
dŽ .often referred to as the variational derivative in x,
d u
›lEL s yD ( , 2-6Ž . Ž .Ýx x › ull
Ž .has the property that EL ( D s 0. Moreover, if EL H s 0, then lo-x x x
Ž .cally, H s D G for some function G. Thus, the non-trivial local conser-x
Ž .vation law densities are locally described by their images under the
Euler]Lagrange operator. Define the space of conser¤ation laws for the
Ž . nevolution equation 2-1 to be the set of all R -valued functions
A t , x , u , . . . , u s tEL H , 2-7Ž . Ž . Ž .0 m x
Žwhere H is a local conservation law density as above. This formalism
requiring the Euler]Lagrange operator can be bypassed; see the remark
near the end of Section 4. However, this formalism motivates the defini-
.tion, below, of the order of the conservation law.
Ž .If A t, x, u , . . . , u is a conservation law, and A / 0, the order of0 m um
Ž Ž .the conservation law A is the number m. If A s A t, x , then the order
.m is y1. Let C be the set of all conservation laws of order at most m.m
C is a vector space over R, for every m; andm
C : C : C : C : ??? . 2-8Ž .y1 0 1 2
Note. This definition of the order of a conservation law differs from
the definitions given by some other authors. The definition used here is
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Ž .useful mainly for the purposes of Section 5. In the scalar n s 1 case, a
different definition would be the minimum of the order of the function H,
over all local conservation law densities H which differ from each other by
a trivial conservation law density; this definition corresponds to one-half
Ž .the order as defined here. However, in the vector n G 2 case, the
correspondence between definitions is more subtle.
The main result which will be proved below is that, when r is even, and
Ž . Ž .F is a generic in a precise sense function of order r, this sequence 2-8
Ž Ž .of vector spaces stabilizes at C . The scalar case n s 1 was proved inr
w x w x10 , and generalizes one of the result in 4 for scalar parabolic second-
.order equations of evolution type.
This provides a useful first step in the search for conservation laws: in
this generic even-order case, all of the conservation laws depend on at
most r space derivatives of u, and therefore the PDE system which
describes conservation laws involves a bounded number of independent
variables, a fact which greatly simplifies the problem.
3. PROLONGATION
Ž .A more geometric description of the evolution equation 2-1 will now
Ž .be constructed. This will give among other things a more precise meaning
Ž .to the interpretation of the u as space derivatives of u see Lemma 3-1 .i
For each k s 0, 1, . . . , define
X s t , x , u , . . . , u ( R2qnŽkqrq1. 3-1 4Ž . Ž .k 0 kqr
and, on X , define the differential formsk
u Žk . s du y u dx y F dt i s 0, . . . , ki i iq1 i
3-2Ž .
c Žk . s du y u dx n dt a s 1, . . . , r y 1.Ž .a kqa kqaq1
Ž Ž .In the future, the superscript k will be suppressed, except where it will
.be needed to distinguish between different k. Let I be the differentialk
Ž .ideal in V* T*X defined byk
 4I s u , c , 3-3Ž .k i a
 4 Žthat is, the ideal which is algebraically generated by u , du , c , dc . Seei i a a
w x .3 for an exposition of the theory of differential ideals.
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LEMMA 3-1. Let
u: R2 “ X : t , x ‹ t , x , u t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä k 0 1 kqr
Ž .be a sufficiently smooth function. Then
 4u*I s 0 3-4Ž .Ä k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .if and only if u t, x s u t, x is a solution of 2-1 and u t, x s0 j
j Ž . j› u t, x r› x for j s 0, . . . , k q r.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let u t, x be as above. Suppose 3-4 holds; that is, given anyÄ
w g I , u*w s 0. In particular, for every i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , k,Äk
0 s u*uÄ i
s u dx q u dt y u dx y F dtŽ . Ž .i i iq1 ix t
s u t , x y u t , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .i iq1x
q u t , x y F t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , x dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .i i 0 iqrt
Thus
u t , x s u t , x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .iq1 i x
› iu
u t , x s t , x i s 0, . . . , k ,Ž . Ž .i i› x
and
u t , x s F t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i 0 iqrt
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..In particular when i s 0 , u t, x s F t, x, u t, x , . . . , u t, x , so0 t 0 r
Ž . Ž .u t, x satisfies 2-1 . Moreover,0
0 s u*cÄ a
s u dx y u dx n dtŽ .Ž .kqa kqaq1x
s u y u dx n dtŽ .Ž .kqa kqaq1x
so
› kqa u
u t , x s a s 1, . . . , r .Ž . Ž .kqa x kqa› x
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Conversely, suppose u t, x s u t, x is a solution of 2-1 , and u t, x0 j
Ž .Ž j.s u t, x . Thenx
0 s u t , x y u t , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1x
q u t , x y F t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , x dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0 rt
s u*u .Ä 0
Moreover,
F t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , x s D F t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 0 rq1 x 0 rq1
›
s F t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 r› x
so
0 s u t , x y u t , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2x
q u t , x y F t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , x dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0 rt x
s u t , x y u t , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2x
q u t , x y F t , x , u t , x , . . . , u t , x dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 1 0 rq1t
s u*u .Ä 1
Continuing in this manner, it is easy to see that
0 s u*uÄ i
for all i s 0, . . . , k; and
0 s u t , x y u t , x dx n dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .kq1 kq2x
s u t , x dx y u t , x dx n dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .kq1 kq2x
s u t , x dx q u t , x dt y u t , x dx n dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .kq1 kq1 kq2x t
s du t , x y u t , x dx n dtŽ . Ž .Ž .kq1 kq2
s u*cÄ 1
and similarly for the other c .a
 4  4Since I is generated by u , c , it follows that u*I s 0 , as desired.Äk i a k
A function u as above is an integral manifold of I .Ä k
The following lemma justifies the fact that the u can be treated asi
``independent variables on solutions.'' This is so that expressions such as
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D H y D K can be differentiated with respect to the u , ``on solutions,''t x i
and therefore there must be a family of solutions parameterized by the
Žvarying u . The method of the proof used below can also be applied withi
. Ž .appropriate modifications to an arbitrary analytic, involutive system of
Ž .possibly overdetermined PDE.
LEMMA 3-2. Assume the function F is analytic. Then, gi¤en arbitrary
Ž . Ž . 2qnŽqq1.Ãt, x, u , . . . , u for any q in an open dense subset of R , there is aÃ Ã Ã0 q
Ž . Ž .local solution u t, x of the e¤olution equation 2-1 such that
Ãu t , x s uŽ .Ã Ã0
...
› qu
Ãt , x s u .Ž .Ã Ãqq› x
Proof. The open dense subset condition arises from the requirement in
the following proof that rk F be constant; henceforth, assume that it isur
constant.
By Lemma 3-1, it suffices to show that there is an integral manifold
passing through the point
Ãt , x , u , . . . , u , u , . . . , u g XÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã0 q qq1 qqr qž /
for some u , . . . , u . In other words, it suffices to show that, for any k,Ã Ãqq1 qqr
there is a local integral manifold through any point in X .k
Ž .Note that for any fixed k
iqr
du s yu n dx y F u n dtŽ . uÝi iq1 i jj
js0
for i s 0, . . . , k y r,
k iqr
du s yu n dx y F u n dt y F cŽ . Ž .u uÝ Ýi iq1 i j i jykj j
js0 jskq1
for i s k y r q 1, . . . , k y 1, and
k kqry1
du s ydu n dx y F u n dt y F cŽ . Ž .u uÝ Ýk kq1 k j k jykj j
js0 jskq1
kqry1
y F q F u dt n dx y F du n dt ;Ž . Ž . Ž .uÝ uk k jq1 k kqrx j kq rž /js0
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or, briefly,
 4du ’ 0 mod u i s 0, . . . , k y ri
 4du ’ 0 mod u , c i s k y r q 1, . . . , k y 1i
du ’ y F u duŽ .k k kqr kqrž 3-5Ž .
kqry1
 4y F q F u dx n dt mod u , c .Ž . Ž . uÝk k jq1x jž / /js0
Before continuing, it is useful to introduce some notation which will
avoid some possible confusion. Let
e s ›t t
e s ›x x
e s › 1 , . . . , › nŽ .u u uj j j
represent the coordinate basis of tangent vectors on X , dual to the basisk
Ž . Ž .dt, dx, du of 1-forms. Note, in particular, that e is a row vector.j u j
Ž .By the structure equations 3-5 , the space of integral 2-planes on which
dt n dx / 0,
< <V I s E g G TX : dt n dx / 0, w s 0 for all w g I , 4Ž . Ž . E E2 k 2 2 k k2 2
Ž .which is defined by the algebraic equations
0 s u i
0 s ca
0 s du i
Ž .because the forms of degree three and higher all vanish on every 2-plane ,
Ž .is a smooth sub-bundle of G TX “ X , given by2 k k
kq1 r
V I s e q e F q e ¤Ž . Ý Ý2 k t u i u ai kqa½ ž /
is0 as2
k r
n e q e u q e uÝ Ýx u iq1 u kqaq1i kqa 5ž /
is0 as1
s X = u , ¤ , . . . , ¤ 4Ž .k kqrq1 2 r
( X = Rnr .k
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ŽNote that u is a fiber coordinate; labelling it as u rather thankq rq1 kqrq1
.¤ will prove to be convenient.1
Ž Ž1. Ž1.. Ž .The prolongation X , I of X , I is defined to be the pullback ofk k k k
Ž . Ž . Žthe tautological differential ideal on G TX to V I see Chap. VI2 k 2 k
w x. Ž . Ž1.of 3 . In this case, V I is smooth, and I is generated by2 k k
h s du y u dx y F dt i s 0, . . . , k q 1i i iq1 i
h s du y u dx y ¤ dt i s k q 2, . . . , k q r .i i iq1 iyk
Define
kqr
ÃF s F q F u ;Ž . Ž . uÝkq1 kq1 jq1x j
js0
then the structure equations of I Ž1. arek
dh ’ 0 i s 0, . . . , ki
Ãdh ’ y F du y F q ¤ dx n dtŽ . Ž .ž /ukq1 kq1 kqrq1 2kq rq1
dh ’ y d¤ y ¤ dx n dt a s 2, . . . , r y 1Ž .kqa a aq1
dh s ydu n dx y d¤ n dtkq r kqrq1 r
 4where congruences are mod h , . . . , h . These structure equations can0 kqr
Ž Ž . .be rewritten noting that F s F askq1 u ukq rq1 r
0 0h0 . .. . .. . ..
0 0hk
ÃF du y F q ¤ dx 0Ž .u kqrq1 2h r dtkq1  4d ’y n mod h .d¤ y ¤ dx 0 dxh 2 3kq2 . .. . .. . ..
d¤ y ¤ dx 0h ry1 rkqry1
h d¤ dukq r r kqrq1
3-6Ž .




which can be solved as follows. Any 2-plane on which h s 0 is defined byj
du ’ P1 dt q P 2 dxkq rq1 1 1
1 2d¤ ’ P dt q P dx2 2 2
3-7Ž ..  4. mod h.
1 2d¤ ’ P dt q P dxr r r
Ž b n.with parameters P g R ; and then the equations dh s 0 becomea j
Ž Ž ..using 3-7 the following system of equations for the P:
Ã 20 s F q ¤ y F P2 u 1r
0 s ¤ y P 23 2
.. 3-8Ž ..
0 s ¤ y P 2r ry1
0 s yP 2 q P1.r 1
ŽSuppose the matrix F has rank rk F s n y p. If p s 0 then theu ur r
Ž .equations 3-8 for the P always have solutions, in which case much of the
. Ž .following discussion is unnecessary. The first of the equations 3-8 has a
Ãsolution only when F q ¤ is in the image of the linear map F . Recalling2 ur
Žthe assumption that p is constant which is true on an open dense subset
.of X , the set of all ¤ satisfying this condition can be parametrized byk 2
¤ s A ¤ q B ,Ã2 2 2 2
nyp nyp n Ãwhere ¤ g R , A : R “ R , and B s yF is a function of theÃ2 2 2
Ž . Žvariables t, x, u , . . . , u ; u . Note, in particular, that B depends0 kqr kqrq1 2
. Ž1.on the fiber variable u . This defines a submanifold Y of X ,kq rq1 k , 2 k
given by
Y s t , x , u , . . . , u ; u , A ¤ q B , ¤ , . . . , ¤ 4Ž .Ãk , 2 0 kqr kqrq1 2 2 2 3 r
: t , x , u , . . . , u ; u , ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ s X Ž1. . 4Ž .0 kqr kqrq1 2 3 r k
Pull back the differential ideal I Ž1. to Y ; then repeat the abovek k , 2
computations, with the following modifications. The 2-planes over Y onk , 2
Ž .which h s 0 are parametrized as in 3-7 except forj
Ã1 Ã2d¤ s P dt q P dxÃ2 2 2
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Ã1 Ã2 nypwhere P , P g R ; and therefore2 2
Ã1 Ã2d¤ s A P dt q P dx q d A ¤ q d BŽ . Ž .Ãž /2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Ã1 Ã2’ A P dt q P dx q A dx q A dt ¤Ž . Ž . ÃŽ .ž /2 2 2 2 2 2x t
 4q B dt q B dx q B du mod h .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .u2 2 2 kqrq1t x kq rq1
Ž Ž ..Upon substituting this into the equations dh s 0 analogous to 3-8j
defining integral elements on Y , another restricting condition arises,k , 2
Ž . nnamely, that ¤ lie in a certain n y p -dimensional subspace of R ; and3
this defines another submanifold,
Y s t , x , u , . . . , u ; u , A ¤ q B , A ¤ q B , ¤ , . . . , ¤ 4Ã ÃŽ .k , 3 0 kqr kqrq1 2 2 3 3 3 2 4 r
: t , x , u , . . . , u ;u , A ¤ q B , ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ s Y 4Ž .Ã0 kqr kqrq1 2 2 2 3 4 4 k , 2
: t , x , u , . . . , u ; u , ¤ , ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ s X Ž1. , 4Ž .0 kqr kqrq1 2 3 4 r k
nyp Ž .where ¤ g R , and B is a function of t, x, u , . . . , u ; u , ¤ .Ã Ã3 3 0 kqr kqrq1 2
Ž .This process continues, resulting in ¤ , . . . , ¤ lying in certain n y p -4 r
dimensional subspaces of Rn and defining the sequence of submanifolds
Y s Y ; ??? ; Y ; X Ž1. .k k , r k , 2 k
Ž .Note, though, that there are no conditions imposed on u . On Y ,kq rq1 k
there is also a differential system J , the restriction of I Ž1..k k
Ž .It is now clear by construction that, over every point of Y , thek
Ž . Ž .equations 3-8 restricted to Y for the P have solutions, and the solutionk
1 1 1 2 2 Žspace is parametrized by P , P , . . . , P , P , and p of the P because2 3 r r 1
. Ž .dim ker F s p ; in other words, the space V J of integral 2-planes ofu 2 kr
Ž .the differential system J has dimension r n y p q p:k
dim V J s nr y pr q p.Ž .2 k
Ž w x.Finally, the Cartan characters s see Chap. IV of 3 can be easilyi
Žcomputed. Briefly, s is the maximal allowing invertible row and column1
.operations number of independent 1-forms in the first column of the
matrix P, where
dt  4dh ’ yP n mod h ;
dx
s is the maximal of additional independent 1-forms in the second column;2
and so on. In the case considered here, by adding a generic multiple of the
second column to the first, all of the 1-forms can be put into the first row,
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Ž .Ž .and therefore s s n q n y p r y 1 and s s 0. Note that s q 2 s s1 2 1 2
Ž .nr y pr q p s dim V J , and therefore, by Cartan's test, the differential2 k
ideal I Ž1. pulled back to Y is involutive, and therefore by thek k
Cartan]Kahler theorem, there are local integral manifolds through everyÈ
Ž . Žpoint of Y and hence over every point of X . Recall the assumption ofk k
constant rank n y p. To be precise, Y should be defined not as above, butk
.restricted to those points at which p is minimal. Since the integral
manifolds of J on Y are in one-to-one correspondence with the integralk k
manifolds of I on X , there are integral manifolds through every point ofk k
X , as desired.k
Ž w x.Note that, although Matsushima's theorem see Chap. VI of 3 guaran-
tees that all prolongations of an involutive ideal are involutive, it is, in this
case, rather inconvenient to work with the prolongations of the involutive
ideal on Y as constructed in the preceeding proof. Instead, it is simpler tok
work with the ideals I defined above.k
Consider now the sequence
p p p p p pkq1 k ky1 ky2 1 0
??? “ X “ X “ X “ ??? “ X “ X .kq1 k ky1 1 0
Observe that
p Uu Žk . s u Žkq1. i s 0, . . . , kk i i
p Uc Žk . s u Žkq1. n dtk 1 kq1
p Uc Žk . s c Žkq1. a s 2, . . . , r y 1,k a ay1
and therefore p U I ; I ; in other words, there is a sequence of inclu-k k kq1
sions
pU pU pU pU pU pU0 1 ky2 ky1 k kq1
I “ I “ ??? “ I “ I “ I “ ??? .0 1 ky1 k kq1
Define X to be the inverse limit
X s lim X ;k⁄
let p : X “ X be the projection. Define I on X by I s D p U I .Ã Ãk k k k k
Ž .4Formally, X s t, x, u , u , . . . ; functions on X are functions of a finite0 1
number of variables and hence well-defined on some X ; and a formk
Ž Uin I is a form in some I . More precisely, the element f g I is p fÃk k k
. Ž .for some f g I . Clearly I is a differential ideal in V* T*X sk k
U Ž .D p V* T*X , and I is generated byÃk k k
 4u s du y u dx y F dt : i s 0, 1, 2, . . .i i iq1 i
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with structure equations
du s yu n dx y F u n dt. 3-9Ž . Ž .uÝi iq1 i jj
j
Ž  4Note that, even though du ’ 0 mod u , the Frobenius theorem cannot be
.applied, because I has an infinite number of generators u .i
The horizontal derivatives D and D can be interpreted as follows.x t
U Ž .A basis of T X is dt, dx, u , u , . . . ; the dual basis of T X isp 0 1 p
Ž .D , D , ›r› u , ›r› u , . . . .t x 0 1
Let I j be the j-forms in the differential ideal I ; that is, I j s I l
jŽ . 2V X . The following normal form decomposition for I will prove useful
in computations.
LEMMA 3-3. Let
E 2 s tAu n dx q tBiu n dt q tC i ju n u : I 2 ,Ý Ý0 i i j½ 5
i i , j
where all sums are finite, and A, Bi, C i j are functions of a finite number of
Ž .t, x, u , u , . . . . Then0 1
I 2 ( E 2 [ d I 1 .Ž .
Proof. Any 2-form w g I 2 can be written as
k1
t ti i i jw s Au n dx q Bu n dt q C u n u ,Ý Ý Ýi i i j
is0 i i , j
where the summation indices i, j have a finite range, and the functions Ai,
i i j Ž .B , and C are functions of a finite number of the variables t, x, u , . . . .0
Given any k ) 0,1
tAk1u n dx s yd tAk1u y D tAk1u n dxž /k k y1 x k y11 1 1
k t k1 1y D F u n dt q A u n uŽ . Ž . uŽ .Ý Ý jx j j k y1u 1j
u j
t k1 t Ä js yD A u n dx y B u n dt q Q u , u q da ,Ž .Ýx k y1 j1
j
Ž . Ž .where Q u , u is a quadratic term i.e., a linear combination of u n uj k
and a g I 1 is a 1-form in I.
Thus, by modifying Ak1y1 , Bi, and C i j in the expression for w, the Ak1
i i j Ž 1.coefficient can be absorbed into B , C , and a term in d I ; iterating
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this, all but the A0 coefficients can be similarly absorbed. This yields the
desired normal form.
Ž 2Ž . 2 Ž 1.An easy modification of this proof shows that V X ( E [ d I [
 4 .span dt n dx .
4. CONSERVATION LAWS
The preceding formulation of the evolution equation can now be applied
to the search for conservation laws.
PROPOSITION 4-1. Let
‘
C s CD‘ m
msy1
be the space of all finite-order conser¤ation laws. Then C is locally isomor-‘
phic to
< 2ker d I2H I s .Ž . 1d u : u g I 4Ž .
Ž . 4Proof. Let U s H, K : D H s D K be the vector space of localt x
conservation law densities, and let U : U be the space of trivial local0
Ž .conservation law densities. Recall that, by the discussion preceding 2-7 ,
EL : U “ C has kernel U and therefore induces an isomorphismx ‘ 0
2Ž .UrU ( C . Thus it suffices to show that UrU ( H I ; this will be0 ‘ 0
< 2done by constructing a map c : U “ ker d , which induces an isomor-I
2Ž .phism C: UrU “ H I .0
Ž .Given H, K g U, define
c H , K s w s d H dx q K dt .Ž . Ž .
Observe that
w s d H dx q K dtŽ .
s D H y D K dt n dx q H u n dx q K u n dtŽ . Ž .Ýt x u i u ii i
i
s H u n dx q K u n dt ,Ž .Ý u i u ii i
i
so w g I 2; clearly w is closed.
w x 2Ž .The linear map c induces a linear map c : U “ H I defined by
w xŽ . w Ž .x Žc H, K s c H, K the equivalence class of w in the quotient
2Ž ..H I .
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w x 2Ž . 2If w g H I , then choose a representative closed 2-form w g I . By
the converse of the Poincare lemma, w s da for some 1-form a . ThisÂ
1-form can be written as a s H dx q K dt q u q dG, where u g I 1, H
and K are some functions, and G is an arbitrary function. Then da ’
Ž . Ž .D H y D K dt n dx mod I, but da g I, so H, K g U. Moreover,t x
Ž . Ž . Ž 1. w Ž .xd H dx q K dt s d a y u y dG ’ da mod d I ; thus d H dx q K dt
w x w xs w . Therefore c is a surjective map.
w xThe kernel of c can be computed as follows. Recall that
U s H , K : D H s D K , H s D G 4Ž .0 t x x
Ä Äs H , K : D H s D K , H s D G, K s D G ,Ž .½ 5t x x t
Ä Ž .where G and G differ by some function g t . Now compute
w x 1ker c s H , K : D H s D K , d H dx q K dt g d IŽ . Ž . Ž . 4t x
s H , K : D H s D K , d H dx q K dt s du , u g I 1Ž . Ž . 4t x
s H , K : D H s D K , H dx q K dt s u q dG 4Ž . t x
s H , K : D H s D K , H dx q K dtŽ . t x½
s u q D G dx q D G dt q G uÝx t u i 5i
i
s H , K : D H s D K , u s y G u , H s D G, K s D GŽ . Ýt x u i x t½ 5i
i
s U .0
w x 2Ž .Since c : U “ H I is surjective and has kernel U , it induces an0
2Ž . ŽwŽ .x. w Ž .xisomorphism C: UrU “ H I defined by C H, K s c H, K .0
PROPOSITION 4-2. The space of conser¤ation laws is
< 2C ( ker d .E‘
Proof.
< 2ker d I
C (‘ 1d IŽ .
< 2 1ker d E [dŽ I .
( 1d IŽ .
1 22 1Ž . <by Lemma 3-3; note that d I : ker d because d s 0.E [dŽ I .
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Finally, the preceding results can be used to obtain the following
PROPOSITION 4-3. For e¤ery m, C injects into the set of solutions to them
linear system of partial differential equations
r
l t0 s D A q yD F A 4-1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ž /t x u l
ls0
Ž . Ž .for the function A t, x, u , . . . , u . That is, the equation 4-1 is a necessary0 m
condition for A to be a conser¤ation law.
Proof. By Proposition 4-2 and the discussion preceding the definition
Ž . t Ž .2-7 , any conservation law A s EL H has a unique representativex
w g E 2 which is closed, and conversely, any closed w g E 2 represents a
unique conservation law A. Thus, let w g E 2 and write
k
t t ti i jw s Au n dx q Bu n dt q C u n u .Ý Ý0 i i j
is0 i , j
Now examine one of the conditions for w to be closed. The coefficients
of u n dt n dx in the equation dw s 0 arei
i s 0: 0 s yD tA ytAF q D tB0t u x0
i s 1: 0 s ytAF q D tB1 qtB0u x1
...
i s r : 0 s ytAF q D tB r qtB ry1u xr
i s r q 1: 0 s D tB rq1 qtB rx
...
i s k : 0 s D tB k qtB ky1x
i s k q 1: 0 stB k .
Ž k .Without loss of generality, k ) r ; otherwise, set B s 0, etc., if necessary.
Hence
Bi s 0 for i G r
tB ry1 stAFur
tB ry2 stAF y D tB ry1u xry 1
...
tB0 stAF y D tB1u x1
y D tA stAF y D tB0 ,t u x0
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which, by recursively eliminating the Bi, implies that
i




jt tiB s yD AF ,Ž .Ý ž /x uiq jq1
js0
where i s 0, . . . , r y 1 and
r
lt tyD A s yD AF .Ž .Ý ž /t x u l
ls0
Taking the transpose of this gives the desired equation.
Ž .It is worth noting that, if H, K is a local conservation law density,
Ž . 2letting w s d H dx q K dt g I and following the proof of Lemma 3-3,
the coefficient of u n dx which appears in the normal form is precisely0
t Ž .the function A which appears in Proposition 4-3; and A s EL H , justx
Ž .as in the definition 2-7 . In fact, recall the isomorphisms
H 2 I ( UrUŽ . 0
2 < 2H I ( ker d ,Ž . E
and consider the mappings defined, respectively, by
H , K ‹ H , K g UrUŽ . Ž . 0
and
H , K ‹ H dx q K dt ‹ d H dx q K dt ‹ w [ du ,Ž . Ž .
2 1 t Ž .where w g E and u g I ; the coefficient of u n dx in w is A s EL H .0 x
Ž . Ž .This can be used to define the order m of H, K without explicit
Ž .reference to or motivation from the construction involving EL , and canx
therefore be used to define the spaces C and C . A straightforwardm ‘
argument using the above isomorphisms and mappings proves that C (‘
UrU , thereby providing an interesting alternative to the construction0
motivated by the variational operator.
Ž . ŽNote that the equation 4-1 is well known, in various forms. It appears,
w xfor example, in 7 , and as a consequence of a necessary and sufficient
w x .condition in 9 . It is perhaps interesting to note that there are some
Ž .equations, for example, the heat equation u s u , for which 4-1 ist x x
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sufficient to characterize conservation laws; however, for other equations,
Ž .such as the linear third-order equation u s u , the equation 4-1 is nott x x x
Ž . Ž .sufficient consider the function A s u . The reason 4-1 is, in general,3
not a sufficient condition for conservation laws is that it came from just
the u n dt n dx coefficients of dw ; the vanishing of the u n u n dt,i i j
u n u n dx, and u n u n u coefficients often provide additional condi-i j i j k
Ž .tions independent of 4-1 .
5. GENERIC NON-EXISTENCE
The necessary condition for the existence of a conservation law, given by
Ž . Ž .Eq. 4-1 , is when r G 2 an over-determined system of linear partial
Ž . Ž .differential equations for the vector-valued function A t, x, u , . . . , u ;0 m
Ž .being over-determined, it is reasonable to expect there to be generically
no non-trivial solutions, except for some small class of functions F. The
Ž . Ž .condition s on F which allow non-trivial solutions of 4-1 are the integra-
Ž .bility conditions of 4-1 ; these conditions give obstructions to the exis-
tence of conservation laws.
The first of these integrability conditions is given in the following
THEOREM 5-1. If r G 2 is e¤en and the matrix › Fr› u satisfies a genericr
ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž .eigen¤alue condition 5-3 and 5-4 , then the e¤olution equation 2-1
possesses no conser¤ation laws of order strictly greater than r.
Ž .Proof. A necessary condition for A t, x, u , . . . , u to be a conserva-0 m
Ž . Ž .tion law of order m, with A / 0 of the evolution equation 2-1 isum
Ž . Ž .4-1 . When m G r, this is a polynomial in the vector variables
Ž .u , . . . , u , whose tensorial coefficients are differential operatorsmq 1 mqr
Ž .applied to A. In order for 4-1 to hold, each of these coefficients must
Ž .vanish. In particular, the matrix coefficient of u must vanish.mq r
ŽThe following observations are useful for computing the coefficient and
Ž . .indeed, for studying Eq. 4-1 in general :
v Application of the differential operator D to a functionx
Ž .B t, x, u , . . . , u of order b yields a function whose order is b q 1, and0 b
Ž Ž ..D B s B .x u ubq 1 b
v Application of the differential operator D to a function B of ordert
Ž Ž ..b as above yields a function whose order is b q r, and D B s B F .t u u ubq r b r
v
lŽ . Ž . Ž .For any 0 F l F r, D F is a function of t, x, u , . . . , u , andx u 0 lqrl
Ž . lŽ . ŽD F is independent of u for any m ) r because l q r F 2 r -x u mqrl
.m q r .
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Ž .Using these observations, the coefficient of u in 4-1 is easily seenmq r
to be the matrix
r tA F q y1 F A , 5-1Ž . Ž .Ž .u u u um r r m
which, as was said before, must vanish in order for A to be a conservation
law. This linear algebra problem can be translated into a simpler form, by
defining n = n matrices
C s A / 0 by hypothesisŽ .um
M s Fur
Ž .and observing that the vanishing of 5-1 is equivalent to
0 / C g ker F , 5-2Ž .M
where F is the linear map between matrix spacesM
F : M “ MM n , n n , n
r t: C ‹ CM q y1 MC.Ž .
To fix notation, write the n = n matrix C g M asn, n
1 1c ??? c1 n
. . .. . .C s . . .
n nc ??? c1 n
and similarly for M g M . M can be identified with Rn2 by the mapn, n n, n
C s ci ‹ ¤ st c1 , . . . , c1 , . . . , cn , . . . , cn ;Ž .Ž .j 1 n 1 n
Ž . r tthen the equation 0 s CM q y1 MC is equivalent to N¤ s 0, where
N g M 2 2 is given in n = n block form byn , n
1 2 nt m I m I ??? m I1 1 1M 0 ??? 0
1 2 nt m I m I ??? m I0 M ??? 0 r 2 2 2
N s q y1 .. . . Ž . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .
t 1 2 n0 0 ??? M m I m I ??? m In n n
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The linear map F is represented by the matrix N; the conditionM
 4ker F / 0 is equivalent to det N s 0.M
To study the condition det N s 0, put F s M in Jordan canonicalur
form, M s PJPy1, where
l 0 ??? 01
1 l 01
??? 0. . .. . .. . .
0 ??? 1 l1
. . .. . .J s 5-3Ž .. . .
l 0 ??? 0p
1 l 0p
0 ??? . . .. . .. . .
0 ??? 1 lp
and each Jordan block of M is an n = n matrix. Let K stPCP; theni i
C stPy1KPy1, and
r rt t ty1 y1CM q y1 MC s P K J q y1 JK P ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
which vanishes if and only if
r t0 s KJ q y1 JK .Ž .
ÄConstruct N and ¤ just as N and ¤ were constructed, using J and KÄ
Ž .instead of M and C; then because all the transformations are invertible
Ä Äthe condition N¤ s 0 is equivalent to N¤ s 0. The n = n block form of NÄ
is
tJ 0 ??? 0
t0 J ??? 0ÄN s . . .. . .. . .
t0 0 ??? J
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l I I ??? 01
0 l I 01
??? 0. . .. . .. . .
0 ??? 0 l I1
. . .r . . .q y1Ž . . . .
l I I ??? 0p
0 l I 0p
0 ??? . . .. . .. . .
0 ??? 0 l Ip
ÄNote that N is upper triangular, so its determinant can be easily com-
puted:
p n ni jrÄdet N s l q y1 l .Ž .Ł ž /i j
i , js0
Ž .If the evolution equation 2-1 possesses a conservation law of order
Äm ) r, then det N s 0; this latter condition occurs if and only if there
Ž . Ž .exists a pair i, j , 1 F i F p, 1 F j F p possibly i s j , such that
r
l q y1 l s 0. 5-4Ž . Ž .i j
Ž .If r is odd, set i s j, and then l y l s 0; so the obstruction 5-4i i
Ž .vanishes. However, if r is even, then the obstruction 5-4 is non-vanishing
Ž . nfor a generic choice of numbers l , . . . , l g C , which are eigenvalues1 p
Ž .of a real matrix, for all pairs i, j .
In particular, no even-order scalar evolution equation possesses conser-
Ž .vation laws beyond order r. On the other hand, if n ) 1 and for example
Ž .det F s 0, then the obstruction 5-4 vanishes because one of the lu ir
vanishes.
Ž .The condition 5-4 can be interpreted in a form which is perhaps easier
to compute.
Ž .THEOREM 5-2. If the e¤olution equation 2-1 with e¤en order r possesses
a conser¤ation law of order m ) r, then the characteristic polynomial
c l s det F y lIŽ . Ž .ur
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of F is of one of the following forms:ur
v Ž .l p l ;
v
2 2Ž . Ž .l q a p l , with a g R non-zero;
v
2 2Ž . Ž .l y a p l , with a g R non-zero;
v
4 2 2Ž . Ž .l q bl q a p l , with a , b g R, a ) 0, y2a - b - 2a ,
Ž .where p is a polynomial in l of appropriate degree with real coefficients.
Proof. If the evolution equation possesses a conservation law of order
Ž . Ž .m ) r, then, by 5-4 and the hypothesis that r is even, there is a pair i, j
of integers such that the eigenvalues of F satisfyur
l q l s 0. 5-5Ž .i j
Recall that the roots of the characteristic polynomial are the eigenvalues
 4l .k
If F has a zero eigenvalue, say l s 0, then set i s k and j s k. Thenu kr
Ž . Ž . Ž .c 0 s 0, so c l s l p l for a real polynomial p.
Ž .Since F is a real-valued matrix, c l has real coefficients, and there-ur
fore its roots come in complex-conjugate pairs.
If there is an eigenvalue l with Re l s 0, then there is an eigenvaluei i
l with lU s l , and therefore Im l s yIm l ; so l s yl , and l qj j i j i j i i
Ž .l s 0. If there is such a pair of purely imaginary roots of c, then c l sj
Ž 2 2 . Ž . 2l q a p l , where a s il g R, i s y1, and p is a real polynomial.i
Ž .If the condition 5-5 holds for a purely real non-zero eigenvalue, l ,i
Ž . Ž 2 2 . Ž .then yl is also an eigenvalue; therefore, c l s l y a p l , wherei
a s l g R and p is a real polynomial.i
Ž .Finally, if the condition 5-5 holds, and l is neither purely imaginary,i
purely real, nor zero, then there is another pair of eigenvalues l s lUk i
and l s lU , and l q l s 0. The four distinct complex numbersl j k l
Ž U U . < < 2l , yl , l , yl are all roots of c, therefore, setting a s l andi i i i i
< < 2 Ž .2b s 2 l y 4 Re l , it follows thati i
c l s l y l l y lU l q l l q lU p lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i
s l4 q bl2 q a 2 p lŽ .Ž .
for some real polynomial p. Moreover, since l / 0, a ) 0, and, since li i
Ž .2is not purely imaginary, b - 2a , and b s 2a y 4 Re l ) 2a y 4a si
y2a .
It should be pointed out that the obstruction constructed in the proof of
Theorem 5-1 is not the only obstruction to existence of conservation laws.
ŽThere are numerous equations with no conservation laws at all; for
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Ž .2 .example, the scalar equation u s u . Moreover, the assumption thatt x x
Žr be even is necessary, as illustrated by the KdV equation u s u qt x x x
. Ž .2uu , and by the equation u s u ; for this latter equation, Cx t x x x 6
is spanned by the conservation laws A s u , u u q 3u u , tu u q4 3 6 4 5 3 6
1 1 43 tu u q xu q u with corresponding local densities G s4 5 4 310 5
1 1 1 12 3 3 2 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4u , y u , y t u q x u . In particular, all of the conserva-2 3 3 22 6 6 20
tion laws of this equation have order strictly larger than r s 3.
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